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A recent and tenuous ceasefire between 
Hamas and Israel is already on the brink of collapse. As I sat down to write this article, I was 
emailed a video showing Israeli Defense Forces firing on Palestinian civilians gathered too close 
to a “security fence” in Khan Younis. This action resulted in the death of 20-year-old Anwar 
Qudaih and carries potentially serious repercussions for the tentative cease-fire agreement. Israel 
claims that the death resulted from a “warning shot” as Palestinians came close to breaching the 
border, but the clip’s importance here lies in the its depiction of physical structures that engender 
cyclical resistance and retaliatory violence: visible here is an aspect of the saga all too often 
ignored, and which critically sustains the Israeli-Palestinian conflict—infrastructure, architecture 
and the spatial-political logic of occupation. 

Each flare up of violence in the Gaza Strip exacerbates the conflict and contributes to its 
continuation: for the first time, Hamas rockets managed to reach Tel Aviv; Gilad Sharon 
explicitly called for a decisive conclusion in Gaza à la “Hiroshima and Nagasaki.” In a surreal 
display of disappointment, several Israeli Defense Forces soldiers protested not being deployed 
on a ground invasion of Gaza. The stakes of resolving the situation become increasingly higher 
as Palestinians prepare to move forward with a petition of statehood at the United Nations 
General Assembly on November 29th. Crucial to ending the cycle of hostilities is an immediate 
cessation of the Siege of Gaza—not merely for the well being of Palestinians, but also for the 
long-term safety of Israel’s citizens. 

The Israeli State appears to have ignored a crucial lesson from the so-called “Arab Spring,” 
namely, the critical role of spatial mechanisms in fostering resistance. Continued blockades can 
only ensure ceaseless unrest from within Gaza itself, and threats to Israel at large. Unlike crucial 
centers within MENA capital cities—Tahrir Square (Egypt), Pearl Square (Bahrain), Makam al-
Shahid (Algeria), Mohammed V Avenue (Morocco), or Habib Bourguiba Boulevard (Tunisia)—
the spatial isolation of Gaza does not provide an option for any diversion or re-routing of dissent. 
Effectively, Israel has transformed the Gaza Strip into a sealed architectural enclosure, often 
compared to an open-air prison. Eyal Weizman’s Hollow Land: Israel's Architecture of 
Occupation (2012) provides a damning account of broader infrastructural policies that sustain 
Israeli occupation, and reveals the political discourse and implementation of urban planning that 
justifies itself on the grounds of a “security threat,” which—paradoxically—creates further 
threats to security. The application of Weizman’s analysis to the current outbreak of violence in 
and on the Gaza Strip could not be more urgent. 
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Let us briefly revisit the role of spatiality in the 2011 “Arab Spring.” The centrality of Tahrir 
Square in propagating the January 25th Revolution is already well established in academic 
literature and media coverage; it needs no repetition here. However, as I have argued elsewhere, 
well before the most recent protest in Cairo against President Morsi’s power grab, the emotional 
charge of Tahrir drove policy decisions by a government afraid of the city center’s potential for 
stoking rebellion. Similarly, after the uprising that toppled Ben Ali, Tunisia’s post-revolutionary 
government banned gatherings on Habib Bourguiba Boulevard—the central artery of downtown 
Tunis. On Martyrs’ Day 2012, the galvanizing power of this space became clear as protestors 
reclaimed the city center in defiance of the ban, a mass movement reminiscent of uprising a year 
before. 

In 2011, neighboring Arab states took notice of anti-governmental contestation and the 
mobilizing capacity of spatiality. The Algerian State, fearing political reverberations from its 
own disaffected population, rapidly blocked off the Makam al-Shahid (Martyrs’ Memorial)—
which enshrines the memory of those fallen in the struggle for freedom against the French. 
Algerian protesters were effectively severed from the mobilizing capital contained in such an 
emotionally-charged space. Like Algeria, Morocco chose a strategy of diversion to ward off anti-
government political mobilization. After allowing protestors to march and gather before the 
Parliament building in downtown Rabat on February 20th, 2011, a mysteriously “spontaneous” 
parade of taxi drivers blocked the streets in front of the building at subsequent demonstrations. In 
the protests that followed, security forces blocked entry to the capital’s downtown center—
ensuring that a concentration of anger could not convene in a symbolic, contained space. Beyond 
North Africa, Bahrain moved quickly to crush unrest bubbling within its borders not merely 
through police crackdowns, but—critically—by razing the demonstrations’ galvanizing center of 
Pearl Square. 

 

Paradoxically, the blockading and enclosure of Gaza creates not viable political containment, but 
rather, produces self-replicating dissent. Continued occupation forecloses any possibility of 
ending the conflict, barring either 1) total withdrawal from the Occupied Territories or 2) as 
Sharon’s ominous Op-Ed clearly advocates—full-scale eradication. The smarter course of action 
for the Israeli State over the long-term is a complete cessation of the siege and a lifting of the 
blockades. For the safety of its own citizenry as well as for the future of the Palestinians, Israel 
must reconsider the powerful reciprocal relationship between symbolic space and resistance: a 
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territorially enclosed Gaza Strip constructs a human pressure cooker. Not only is anger and 
unrest within the city self-generating, but the city itself becomes a powerful galvanizing 
symbol—the isolation of Gaza serves to localize hostility from within the Strip itself—but also 
mobilizing anger beyond its “borders.” 

Skeptics may respond that the interests of Israeli state do not coincide with that of its citizens, a 
position meriting analysis. If we take into account the role of the military industrial complex 
(equally as true for American conflicts and elsewhere), yes: social/political capital is engineered 
by propagating fears of mutually ensured destruction. However, the fact remains that could 
citizens—en masse—assess the impact of occupation, in all its spatial logic and physical 
architecture, political pressure could be applied to ensure a lasting end to the madness of ongoing 
violence. Israel would do well to reconsider this visible-yet-hidden aspect of occupation—as 
with the Kasbah of Algiers and the medinas of Morocco, containment policies are short-sighted 
and subject to eventual expiration: eventually, the pressure cooker of unrest boils over—and 
exceed architectural boundaries. Infrastructure and conflict are inseparable. From Tahrir Square 
to the Gaza Strip, the active resistance generated by enclosures of symbolic space can create, 
galvanize—and sustain—conflict. 
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